FOR THE 24 HOURS ENDING: Thursday, April 23, 2020
4/22/2020 12:00:00 to 4/23/2020 12:00:00

200422-009 ASSIST
2020/04/22 12:58 JUNEAU AREA
CASE MADE FOR AN AGENCY ASSIST
***

Report Follows

200422-010 THEFT
2020/04/22 14:23 9100 Block of MENDENHALL MALL RD
A 64YO MALE REPORTED HIS VEHICLE STOLEN. THE VEHICLE WAS LATER RECOVERED.

ALC: U
DOM: N

Report Follows
CSU

200422-011 VANDALISM
2020/04/22 16:59 100 Block of SEWARD ST
30 YO MALE CODY LOUIS MUNNUK MERCURE WAS ARRESTED FOR VANDALISM, VIOLATING CONDITIONS OF RELEASE AND CRIMINAL MISCHIEF AND WAS LODGED AT THE LEMON CREEK CORRECTIONAL CENTER.

ALC: UNK
DOM: NO

Arrest Made

200422-012 VEHICLE TRESPASS
2020/04/22 17:36 8400 Block of THUNDER MOUNTAIN RD
A 34 YO MALE REPORTED A BACKPACK AND AWARD WITH ID TAKEN FROM HIS VEHICLE.

ALC: NO
DOM: NO

Report Follows

200422-013 CONDITIONS VIOLATION
2020/04/22 14:24 9900 Block of STEPHEN RICHARDS MEMORIAL DR
A 27 YO FEMALE REPORTED A 24 YO MALE VIOLATED A PROTECTIVE ORDER.

ALC: UNK
DOM: NO

Unable to Locate
200422-014  DISTURBANCE  
2020/04/22 20:29 12100 Block of GLACIER HWY
44 YEAR OLD MALE, JOSHUA DYLAN DUNN-RAGO, WAS ARRESTED FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CRIMINAL MISCHIEF. DUNN-RAGO WAS LODGED AT LEMON CREEK CORRECTIONAL CENTER.
ALCOHOL: YES
DOMESTIC: YES

Arrest Made

200423-001  CONDITIONS VIOLATION  
2020/04/23 00:17 JUNEAU AREA
A 32 YEAR OLD FEMALE REPORTED A 33 YEAR OLD MALE VIOLATED A DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROTECTIVE ORDER.
ALCOHOL: UNKNOWN
DOMESTIC: YES

Report Follows

200423-002  CONDITIONS VIOLATION  
2020/04/23 08:20 8100 Block of GLACIER HWY
28 YO DALTON LEE HUSTON WAS ARRESTED FOR VIOLATING CONDITIONS OF A DV PROTECTIVE ORDER. HE WAS LODGED AT LCCC.
ALC: N
DOM: N

Arrest Made
Report Follows

200423-003  SUICIDAL SUBJECT  
2020/04/22 16:50 AGENCY ASSIST CASE.

Service Rendered

TOTAL CALLS:  9
ARRESTS MADE:  3
CITATIONS ISSUED:  0